SAFETY EYEWEAR

Distributor

Complies to:

VER0314

ANSI Z87.1 AS/NZS 1337

No optical illusion,
work safely in style.

Honeywell Safety Products
King’s Safetywear Limited
www.kingsafetywear.com
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ICARIA Modern & Classic

Main features

Shield-style eyewear for a wide variety
of face shapes

Main features

BARCELONETA Chic & Dynamic

Adjustable “sliding” nose pad
Polycarbonate temple with comfortably
clinging straight pliable temple tip

Flexible polycarbonate temple with soft
temple tip pads
KY1151
lens

clear

99.9% UV radiation block-out

99.9% UV radiation block-out

Anti-scratch hard coating

Anti-scratch hard coating

High speed impact polycarbonate
lenses

High speed impact polycarbonate lenses
Weight: 30 g

Weight: 28 g

KY711
lens

clear

Dark Gray Frame & Black Temple

KY1152
lens

KY1153

smoke

lens

KY1154

clear/ silver mirror

lens

smoke/ silver mirror
KY712
lens

KY713

smoke

lens

KY714

clear/ silver mirror

lens

KY715

smoke/ silver mirror

lens

KY717

smoke/ yellow mirror

lens

smoke/ red mirror

Main features

DIVISA Lightweight & Frameless

Fashionable frameless wrap-around
design provides excellent field of vision
KY2221
lens

Dark Brown Frame & Burgundy Temple

Flexible polycarbonate temple with soft
temple tip pads
99.9% UV radiation block-out

clear

Anti-scratch hard coating
High speed impact polycarbonate lenses
Weight: 22 g

KY733
lens

KY734

clear/ silver mirror

lens

smoke/ silver mirror

VIVA+ Wrap-Around Rimless & Sporty

Main features

Close-fit, 10 base curve lenses offer
wide & unobstructed vision
Universal nose bridge for comfort fit
Soft and comfortable temple tip pads

KY2222
lens

KY2223

smoke

lens

KY2224

clear/ silver mirror

lens

KY2228-F

smoke/ silver mirror

lens

amber

coating

anti-fog

99% UV radiation block-out
Anti-scratch hard coating
High speed impact polycarbonate lenses
Lightweight: 25g

KY8811A

Accessories

lens

clear

Each sold separately

Orange Tip Sidearm

KYS00
neck cord
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KYB00
nylon bag

KY8812A
lens

KY8813A

smoke

lens

KY8814A

mirror clear

lens

mirror smoke
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